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Warriors Super Edition: Bluestar's Prophecy

Description Destined for greatness . . .Four Clans of wild cats have shared the forest for generations, thriving in their
territories. But tensions are running high, and ThunderClan must assert its strength or risk falling prey to
its power-hungry neighbors. Into this time of uncertainty, a kit is born. A prophecy foretells that Bluekit
will be as strong as fire, destined to blaze through the ranks of her Clan. But with this prophecy comes
the foreshadowing of her destruction by the one enemy she cannot outrun.As Bluekit gains power and
eventually earns her leader name, Bluestar, she fights to protect her Clan. But secrets from the past
threaten to surface—secrets that may destroy ThunderClan . . . and Bluestar.
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Warriors: Battles of the Clans

Description An inside look at each Clan's fighting secrets: ShadowClan's night ambush techniqueThunderClan's
surprise Lightning Strike tacticWindClan's secret underground tunnelingRiverClan's water
maneuversSkyClan's fearsome "skydrop" movePlus never-before-told stories behind the most
significant battles in Clan history! An inside look at each Clan's fighting secrets: ShadowClan's night
ambush techniqueThunderClan's surprise Lightning Strike tacticWindClan's secret underground
tunnelingRiverClan's water maneuversSkyClan's fearsome "skydrop" movePlus never-before-told stories
behind the most significant battles in Clan history!
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Warriors: Code of the Clans

Description The secrets behind the warrior code will finally be revealed. An ominous sign from StarClan that signaled
the need to patrol borders The unexpected help from a warrior ancestor that cemented the importance
of elders A secret coup that led to a deputy's new role A medicine cat's pleas that stopped a spree of
interClan bloodshed and many more never-before-told stories!
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Warriors Field Guide: Secrets of the Clans

Description Now the truth can be revealedLook within to find:The mystical origins and secret legends of the Clans.An
insiders' tour of the Clan camps and territories.The histories and characters of each Clan, and information
about their leaders and medicine cats.Knowledge of cats outside the Clans.The tenets of the warrior
code.Prophecies and omens, and how they have been fulfilled.And many more truths about the secrets,
beliefs, and daily lives of the cats of the Clans.
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Warriors: Cats of the Clans

Description Hear the stories of the great warriors as they've never been told before! Cats of the Clans is chock-full of
visual treats and captivating details, including full-color illustrations and in-depth biographies of important
cats—from fierce Clan leaders to wise medicine cats to the most mischievous kits, as well as loners,
rogues, and kittypets. This collectible guide is a great introduction to the Warriors series for new fans and
is indispensable for those already hooked!
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The Sight (Warriors: Power of Three, Book 1)

Description There will be three, kin of your kin . . . The wild cats have flourished in their new home on the banks of
the lake for several seasons, and the Clans are growing strong and healthy with new kits. The time has
come for three kits of ThunderClan to become apprentices. Hollypaw, Jaypaw, and Lionpaw spring from
a strong legacy: children of Squirrelflight and Brambleclaw, two of the noblest ThunderClan warriors, and
grandchildren of the great leader Firestar himself. All three young cats possess unusual power and talent
and seem certain to provide strength to the Clan for the next generation.But there are dark secrets around
the three, and a mysterious prophecy hints at trouble to come. An undercurrent of rage is rising against
those who are not Clanborn, and the warrior code is in danger of being washed away by a river of blood.
All the young cats' strength will be needed if the Clans are to survive. . . . who hold the power of the stars
in their paws.
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Dark River (Warriors:Power of Three) Book 2

Description The three children of Squirrelflight and Brambleclaw, grandchildren of the great leader Firestar, have
thrived in their apprenticeships: Lionpaw's strength and energy serve him well as a warrior in training,
Hollypaw hones her understanding of the warrior code, and Jaypaw explores his mysterious powers and
connection to StarClan as the medicine cat apprentice.With more experience comes both power and
danger: Lionpaw makes a friendship—and a discovery—that must be kept hidden; Jaypaw learns a secret
that could benefit ThunderClan by damaging others; and Hollypaw knows something that could avert a
battle, if she could convince the rest of her Clan.The three are torn apart as each discovers darkness: in
themselves, in the Clans, and in the past. And, as conflict begins over what it means to be a warrior, rising
tensions threaten to overflow, washing away the peace that has existed for many moons.
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Eclipse (Warriors: Power of Three)Book 4

Description Firestar's three grandchildren have learned of the powerful prophecy that foretells their destinies, and
the responsibility of deciding the Clans' future weighs heavily on the three apprentices. But each secretly
yearns for power: Lionpaw dreams of being undefeatable in battle, while Hollypaw longs to be a great
leader and Jaypaw knows only he can see the true past and future for them all. Their strengths are tested
when ThunderClan is suddenly attacked—and all four Clans are thrown into a battle unlike any the cats
have ever seen.Then a dark shadow falls across the forest, and a mysterious stranger warns the Clans
of more trouble to come. For the first time, it appears that StarClan does not hold the answers the cats
need.All of a sudden, the warrior code is being tested. A crisis of faith threatens to tear the four Clans
apart and destroy what the cats have built their lives upon. . . .
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Long Shadows (Warriors: Power of Three) Book 5

Description The Clans are in turmoil. ShadowClan has turned its back on StarClan and pledged to follow the dark
predictions of Sol, the strange cat who foretold the solar eclipse. But not all the cats have lost faith in
their warrior ancestors. . . .Jaypaw is convinced that StarClan still holds an important place in the warrior
code, and his search for answers leads him far back into the past, farther back than even StarClan
can remember. Lionblaze, tortured by violent dreams and bloody visions, wishes he had never been
prophesied to be one of the three but to turn his back on his littermates would be the ultimate betrayal. And
Hollyleaf is terrified that once the Clans lose their faith, the warrior code will fall apart. She's willing to fight
tooth and nail to preserve it—whatever the cost.And when murder stalks into the heart of ThunderClan, the
cats realize that the darkest shadows don't always lie outside the territory.
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Sunrise (Warriors: Power of Three #6)

Description There will be three, kin of your kin . . . who hold the power of the stars in their paws.A mysterious murder
in the ranks has ripped ThunderClan apart. But more secrets still remain to be discovered.Jayfeather is
determined to find out who his real parents are. But he'll have to trample through a forest of lies in order
to uncover the truth. Hollyleaf is shocked by her Clan's disobedience of the warrior code, and distraught
enough to strike out at someone she's always admired. And Lionblaze must bear horrified witness to
events that will change everything he believes.In the harshest days of leaf-bare Clanmate turns upon
Clanmate, danger lurks behind familiar faces, and one more warrior may be lost forever. . . .
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Twilight (Warriors: The New Prophecy, Book 5)

Description Before there is peace, blood will spill blood...New territory brings new troubles for the fierce cats of
the warrior Clans, who are still uncovering the secrets of their new home around the lake. Dangers
they have never faced before are lurking in the twilight shadows, and former allies are acting strangely
hostile.As divisions between the Clans grow deeper, Firestar's daughters face troubling decisions. One
is torn between loyalty to her calling and a forbidden love, while the other struggles with her best friend's
betrayal and the surprising perils of the forest. The choices they make now could affect ThunderClan for
generations to come . . . and with an unexpected enemy preparing to attack, their courage and strength
will be needed more than ever if the Clan is to survive.
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Sunset (Warriors: The New Prophecy, Book 6)

Description Soon after the cats reached their new home by the lake, ThunderClan's medicine cat Leafpool received
an ominous warning from StarClan: Before there is peace, blood will spill blood, and the lake will run
red. As the Clan slowly recovers from a devastating badger attack, Leafpool can't help but wonder . . .
do her prophetic dreams mean there are even worse dangers still in store for the warrior cats?At the
same time, shadows of the past continue to haunt the forest as some old friends struggle to find their
place, others appear to be lost forever, and an old enemy finds a new way to resurface in a quest for dark
revenge. A sinister path is unfolding, and the time is coming for certain warriors to make the choices that
will determine their destiny . . . and the destiny of all the Clans.
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Great Bear Lake Seekers #2:

Description Destiny has brought them together. . . .Young black bear Lusa has left the comfort of the zoo, determined
against all odds to make her way in the wild. It is there that she encounters grizzly cub Toklo and a
mysterious changeling named Ujurak. Once united, the cubs find themselves on a journey toward a
mystical place—if only they knew where.Meanwhile, separated from her family, polar bear cub Kallik trusts
her intuition to lead her on a path traveled by many bears before her. At last the four cubs meet at the
sacred Great Bear Lake, a place of peace and healing where bears gather to celebrate the longest day.
But all is not harmonious. Danger lurks beneath the calm surface of the lake, and only if they put aside
their differences and truly come together will the young bears have any chance of surviving the harsh
realities of the wild.
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Smoke Mountain (Seekers #3)

Description The Last Great Wilderness . . . There is a place where bears can live in peace, where there is sea-ice all
year, where the forests are full of prey, where flat-faces never go. Polar bears Kallik and Taqqiq, black
bear Lusa, grizzly Toklo, and the shape-shifting Ujurak believe that this fabled bear paradise must be the
destination of their quest. But the path they follow is dangerous. The burning Smoke Mountains are more
treacherous than anything the bears have faced before, and tensions run high as they encounter obstacle
after obstacle. A rushing river and hostile flat-faces separate them from their goal, and a bear is pushed to
the brink of death. Signs and omens point in different directions, and the bears, though traveling together,
must each follow his or her own star . . . causing one bear to leave the group forever. But as the others
travel on, they soon learn that it will take all their strength and determination to reach their destination.
And, if they reach it at last, they...
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Seekers #4: The Last Wilderness

Description Is this journey's end . . . or just the beginning?Toklo, Kallik, Lusa, and Ujurak have finally reached the Last
Great Wilderness, the legendary bear paradise they've been searching for. But while his companions think
they've come to the end of their long journey, Ujurak feels a deep unrest. Is this truly where they're meant
to be?In the Last Great Wilderness, one by one the bears begin to remember their true natures. Toklo
feels the urge to hunt caribou and mark his territory as a brown bear should, and Kallik feels the pull of
the ice within her. It's only Lusa, happy just to be in the wild, who fears the day when her friends will leave
her to follow their own paths.As the bears adjust to this new life, disaster strikes. The friends are forced
to venture into the world of the flat-faces to save the life of one of their own. Once there, the end of their
journey seems farther away than ever, as a new path spreads out before them.
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Seekers #5: Fire in the Sky

Description The spirits dance like fire in the sky. . . .The three cubs—Kallik, Toklo, and Lusa—along with their shape-
shifting companion, Ujurak, stand on the edge of the sea-ice under the blazing Northern Lights. The
land has come to an end, but the bears' journey is far from over. Now they must put their trust in Kallik's
paws, as she feels the ice pulling her out toward the ocean. Life on the ice is more difficult than the bears
imagined. While Kallik struggles to remember her polar bear roots, Toklo bristles in the unfamiliar territory
and Lusa gets weaker by the day; black and brown bears don't belong on the ice. Meanwhile, Ujurak
learns firsthand what lurks beneath the whorls and bubbles of the ice, and what he discovers will change
everything.Just when it seems like they'll never survive in the frozen wilderness, a mystical encounter with
a bear spirit assures them that all will be well. But this strange vision leads to even more questions, and
ultimately it might tear the bears...
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Warriors Super Edition: Firestar's Quest

Description There is peace at last between the warrior Clans, and Firestar is proud of the strength and unity of the
cats he leads in ThunderClan. All four forest Clans are thriving, training new warriors and keeping their
boundaries without conflict.But Firestar's dreams are haunted by wailing cats fleeing a terrible disaster.
With unexpected help from an old kittypet friend, he discovers a shocking secret: StarClan, the warrior
ancestors who guide his paw steps, have lied to him.Firestar is faced with the hardest decision of his life.
Can he really turn his back on the forest that has become his home and embark on a perilous quest to
discover a dark truth—one that has been buried beyond the memory of living cats? Whatever he finds at
the end of his journey, he knows that nothing can ever be the same again.
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Warriors: Omen of the Stars #1: The Fourth Apprentice

Description After the sharp-eyed jay and the roaring lion, peace will come. . . .Four warrior Clans have shared the
land around the lake as equals for many moons. But a prophecy foretells that three ThunderClan cats
will hold the power of the stars in their paws. Jayfeather and Lionblaze know that they are two of the cats
in the prophecy. Now the brothers must wait for a sign from StarClan to discover the identity of the third
cat.Meanwhile, Dovekit and Ivykit—kin of the great leader Firestar—are poised to become ThunderClan
apprentices. Soon one sister will have an ominous dream—and will begin to realize that she possesses
mystical skills unmatched by any other cat.In the midst of a cruel season that threatens the lives of all four
warrior Clans, bonds will be forged, promises made, and three young cats will start to unravel the secrets
that bind them together.
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Outcast (Warriors: Power of Three, Book 3)

Description There will be three, Kin of you kin....Who hold the Power of the starsIn their paws.A secret prophecy
shapes the lives of Firestar's grandchildren, but only one of the three knows about it. Jaypaw is captivated
by the power it promises, and he believes the key to that power may lie buried in the distant past -- with
the ancient cats who once walked these woods and now prowl through his dreams.His search for answers
leads him toward the mountains -- the home of the Tribe of Rushing Water. Lionpaw and Hollypaw feel
drawn to the mountains too, for different reasons.But the mountains hide secrets as well as answers, and if
the three cats find a way to get there, they may discover more than they ever expected.
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